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Behavior serves a function...
Behavior is a form of communication
  
Human behavior is functional, predictable, 

and changeable.  

1. Almost all human behavior is learned.
2. All behavior happens for a reason.
3. No behavior occurs “out of the blue.”
4. Behaviors continue to occur because they are effective.
5. Behaviors stop occurring because they are ineffective.

Analyzing behavior leads to effective intervention

�FORM:  the behavior used to communicate. The typography – 
what the behavior looks and sounds like.

�FUNCTION:  what is maintaining the behavior?

Why is function important?

Toddler Tantrum 1

Toddler Tantrum 2

Common Behavior 
Functions 1.Attention

2.Escape

3.To access or obtain a 
tangible/activity/event

4.Sensory 
Reinforcement/Automatic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ycoXiEDBZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk-OfmmRaqs


Reframing thoughts about challenging behaviors...

Keep in mind...
● The only behavior we can control is our own!

● Effective Interventions Involve:
○ Modifying the environment
○ Teaching Skills
○ Modifying OUR responses

Modifying the Environment

Six indicators of a well managed classroom

Expectations   Procedures             Structure
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Reinforcement  Interactions  Corrections

https://www.gonoodle.com


Relationships

Relationships Class wide Relationship Building Activities
❖ Say Hello and Goodbye to Every Student Every Day
❖ Student Letters and Questionnaires
❖ Appeal to Their Interests
❖ I wish my teacher knew...
❖ Speak to Students With Respect
❖ Let Students Have a Voice (WAIT)
❖ Sharing Weekly Reflections
❖ "Find Someone in this Class Who -" Scavenger Hunt”
❖ Circles 
❖ More here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aw29ecpDpoM
http://www.healthiersf.org/RestorativePractices/Resources/documents/RP%20Curriculum%20and%20Scripts%20and%20PowePoints/Classroom%20Curriculum/Teaching%20Restorative%20Practices%20in%20the%20Classroom%207%20lesson%20Curriculum.pdf
http://mps.milwaukee.k12.wi.us/MPS-English/CAO/Documents/PBIS/teacher-behavior-lesson-Building-Relationships-Book.pdf


Individual Relationship Strategies
❖ 2 X 10 Strategy
❖ Conversation Starters
❖ Attend Outside Activities
❖ Be Real- Let them see you make mistakes and how you 

recover from them
❖ Don’t give up!

Consequence Strategies

Positive Consequence Strategies
❖ Praise, praise praise!  

➢ 4:1 praise to correction ratio
➢ Specifically point out what you want to see more often

❖ Dojo points, classroom bucks, and other reward systems
➢ How often are you giving them? 
➢ Try giving more immediately before and during your most difficult time 

of day

❖ Figure out what they want!
➢ Look at the functions of their behaviors and match with rewards

Correcting students
❖ Assume the best - take a deep breath when needed!
❖ Voice volume down, voice tone low
❖ Watch your nonverbals- arms at your side, open stance, no crazy 

eyes!
❖ Communicate firm yet supportive resolve
❖ If possible, do it privately
❖ Don’t over-explain (consider student’s age)
❖ Responsive, not reactive
❖ Hold your ground- this is not a negotiation or show   

No blame No complaining No wiggle room

https://youtu.be/jwSZ3XYUZME
https://youtu.be/jwSZ3XYUZME


Logical 
Consequences

❖ You Break It --You Fix It
❖ Loss of Privilege
❖ Time-Out or Take a 

Break

1. Related
2. Respectful
3. Reasonable
4. Helpful

Instructional 
Consequences

If we address behavior as a skill 
deficit, then we need to focus 

on INSTRUCTION

❖ Practice academies
❖ Think Sheets
❖ Behavior Reflections

Power Struggles

Power Struggles

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkY1IJMzJkk


Avoiding power struggles- Why?
*It is a quick method to de-escalate a student
*It keeps you in control
*Prevents students from feeding off of the attention of the class or others
*Breaks the cycle of escalation, tension, intensity, etc
*Reduces the likelihood of further physical, verbal, and other conflict
*Helps teach students that engaging in power struggles is futile and will not get 
them what/where they want
*Helps you, the adult, remain calm, clear headed, and more able to make good 
decisions and actions
*Adapted from PBISWorld.com

Avoiding power struggles- When?
*When a student is trying to verbally engage you in an argument
*When a student becomes agitated, aggressive or threatening
*When the issue the student is arguing about is not essential, important, or 
crucial (choose your battles wisely)
*When a student can’t seem to drop it
*When a student just wants to be correct, right, or win
*When a student seems to be taking it personally and cannot handle the issue, 
topic, etc
*When giving directives, directions, corrections, or reprimands

*Adapted from PBISWorld.com

Avoiding power struggles- How?
*Keep responses brief, to the point
* Remain calm, cool, and collected
*State the expectation or offer choices, then WALK AWAY
*Use reflective listening “I am hearing that you feel this assignment is 
unnecessary”
*Tell the student you want to hear what they have to say, but give a specific time 
you will talk about it later (at recess, before lunch, etc.)
*Use non-verbal cues
*Ask the student to write their concerns
*Adapted from PBISWorld.com

* 2 x 10
*Slot Machine/ Soda Machine
*Conversation Starters
*Mind the Gap
*5 point frustration scales
*How Big is my Problem
*Behavior Think Sheets
*Practice Academies

*One liners/power struggles
*I wish my teacher knew...
*PBISworld.com
*Resources on BST website 


